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ihe moment Comptroller of the Household, but soon to succeed 1908
Jack Pease as Chief Whip. In the coming years the Master was to ge
be the busiest of politicians, and no picture of any crisis is complete
without being mentally filled in with his figure behind the scenes,
indefatigably at work building bridges, combining incompatibles,
sympathising with all grievances, and when any two of the team
were quarrelling, explaining to each in turn what charming things
the other was saying about him behind his back. He thought
Asquith and Lloyd George working together to be the ideal political
combination, and up to the time of his death, he continued to believe
that, if he had remained on the scene, he could have prevented
their rupture.
Such was the team with which Asquith started as Prime Minister,
and, while modestly appraising his own part, he maintained to the
end that it was " a great Government." But across the floor of the
House were other men who were to be equally important to his
fortunes in the coming years, and especially John Redmond, the
leader of the Irish party. Though Redmond's life had been spent
as a leader of insurgents in the political wilderness, he and Asquith
had fundamentally much in common. Both were above all things
House of Commons men, both in their approach to Parliament and
in their manner of speech were in the classical tradition. Behind the
scenes the two men understood each other perfectly, and needed no
voluminous explanations to see and make allowance for each other's
difficulties. There was much plain speaking, as the records show,
but never or scarcely ever a misunderstanding. Trust in Asquith
on the part of the Irish was to count for a great deal in the years that
followed, for there were many occasions on which the Government
might easily have been wrecked, if trickery or dishonesty had been
suspected on either side. Asquith was on good terms with all the
Irish leaders, but he had a special liking for " Joe Devlin,7* whose
ready wit and brilliant parliamentary impromptus won his warm
admiration.
Relations with the Opposition were to be greatly strained in the
coming years, and though he bore it with great dignity, Asquith
certainly took no pleasure in the denunciation which descended upon
his head* To draw this lightning seemed ,to be the positive aim of
some of his colleagues, but, whether directed against himself or
others, all noise and tuhnult offended Asquith. He thought " unity
in difference " to be the essence of English politics, and saw no
inconsistency between private friendships and public differences,
At times he incurred a good deal of criticism for his intimacy with

